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These days, we have adapted some of the more westernized ways of life like paper napkins. India is 

a subtropical country, and sweat and dust is a part of life here. Non woven paper napkins and wet 

tissues help you remain fresh throughout the day. In fact, the quality of paper napkins and tissue 

products are so superior in India that paper napkin exporters get a lot of bulk orders from abroad. 

The quality of paper made in the country is so fine, that there is huge demand abroad. That is why 

much of the tissue paper products available abroad come from India. 

There are about a million uses for paper napkins. From wiping your face, to keeping your table top 

neat while eating; people can maintain a lot more neatness when using paper napkins. Indian 

manufacturers of paper napkins have many varieties that are used for various purposes. These could 

mean toilet paper, facial tissues and wet wipes, non woven napkins which have multiple uses – the 

list is vast. However, reliable paper napkin exporters have strict quality standards and parameters to 

adhere to. The quality of paper or fibers used in these napkins must be clean and hygienic in every 

way. 

Paper napkin exporters must ensure that the quality of their products is worth using abroad. The 

reason why paper napkins have gotten so popular is that they are disposable. If you’re carry a 

handkerchief, and you’ve just wiped off coffee that spilt; you shouldn’t be using it on your face next! 

This is why people have started to understand the benefits of disposable paper napkins. Indian 

society has started adapting these western ways because after all, they make much more sense! You 

can get many kinds of non woven napkins, and pressed paper tissues in any nearby market. Just 

make sure you’re buying branded products, because quality standards matter. 

Because you use them on your skin and face, you cannot afford to use any products that may cause 

skin allergies. Paper napkins exporters have the highest quality standards, because international 

markets do not accept any quality compromises. You should buy all your non woven napkins and 

facial tissues from a reliable and reputed company. There is no dearth of companies manufacturing 

paper napkins. Indian manufacturers are well reputed; but a company into the export of these 

products is always more reliable to give you hygienic and high quality tissue paper products. 


